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By Audra D. Alexander

Global Info Talk
To Be Given

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

As the impressivel996 Home
coming festivities aj^jroacb, stu
dents on campus are reminded of a
time when there were no such ac
tivities offered. But this year
looks to be the best celebration
CSUSB has seen in years. Did
somecHie say FREE FOOD?
Among other activities, The
Den, fOTmerly known as the old
gymnasium, is mystically being
transformed intoa dance floor and
coffeehouse, right after our hope
ful victory over UC Riverside.
Midterms over and finals just
arouiKl thecomer, it's the student's
turn to party all night long.
Long before the dancing begins,
the Pep Fest '96 will be held in the
courtyard "on February 29. Prac
tice your yelping, foUi, you could
win a parking pass for Spring
quarter, a CSUSB sweatshirt, or a
Coyote BookstcMe Certificate. The
Coyote Howling Contest is open
to students, staff, and faculty. (The
Coyote Clbronicle just can't wait to
see President Anthony Evans bowl

Kick the
Habit-Kick it
Now! see
Page 5

From News Services

ing to his heart's content)
Reservations required, but well
worth the $4 for students, the pregame Barbecue offers an all-youcan-eat chicken, rib, and beer din

ner. Napkins are included, but
vegetarians may want to wait out
side the door. Reservations must
be made by February 23, and more
information is available by calling

extension 5008.
The theme this year is "Ho<^ It
Up," so take the hint. Coyotes,
support the team and show some
serious school spirit.

See the Homecoming '96 Schedule on Page 13

Dr. Paul Gray will be speakihg
on campus on Febmary 21 on the
Global Information Infirastnicture
(Gil), in J. Brown Hall, Room 102
at7:30p.m. One of the founders of
the Information Science program
at Claremont Graduate School
(CGS), Dr. (jray was the president
of the Institute of Management
Sciences in 1992-93 and currently
is a professor specializing in Deci
sion Support Systems at CGS.
Gray's talk will focus on how
the GII will affect business as well
as the issues that need to be addressedtoaeatetheGII. Topicsto
be discussed include improving the
technology, regulation and stan
dards, incryption, security, verifi
cation, money transferand privacy,
as well as the demands involved
with being an international, intercultural organization. Hewillconclude with a talk of the downside
risks and promise the Global In
formation Infrastructure brings.

Professor Wins Big on the "Big Wheel"
By Heather D. Deogracia
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Donna Gotch, Communications
professor at CSUSB, recently won
over $60,000 in cash and prizes on
America's favorite show, "The
Wheel of Fortune."
The journey began three years
ago, when Gotch auditioned and
was chosen as a finalist from 100
competitors in Burbank. "The au
dition was much harder than I
thought it would ever be," stated
Gotch. "The competition... was
set in a classroom-like situation,
and began as we had to solve 15
puzzles in five minutes. Forty out
of 100 people passed the test—
that's not even half."
The remaining contestants had
to play thegame for a short amount
of time, so that evaluatcffs could
judge their familiarity with the
game and its proceedings.
"They narrowed it down to 20
people, and I had to use my public
spe^ng skills to introduce and
talk about myself. I was the last
person to volunteer, and I was ex
tremely nervous," (jotch said.
After four hours and intensive
competition, the remaining group
was narrowed to eight. Gotch was
told she would have to wait for
something to come in the mail.

notifying her of her acceptance.
Two weeks later, Gotch was elated
to find out she had been selected as
a final contestant
Three years and much anticipa
tion later, Gotch was called for a
taping on February-1.
To prepare for the show, Gotch
watched the TV show religiously,
and, "...sat at homeand practiced,"
shestated. Shepurchas^ the video
game and the board game, and
waited for the moment when she
would be the one behind "The
Wheel."
"...These puzzles are easy, it's
one thing when you're sitting (at)
home, it is nothing like when you're
there," stated Gotch.
The actual taping of "The Wheel
Of FoitCme" is done in one day, so
by the end that Thursday, Gotch
actually played the game to
completion three times.
The first and second games were
against men, and Gotch won eas
ily. "Itwasn'tuntilthethird(game)
where I played against two fe
males," tlmi Gotch met her match.
Another contestant beat her in the
Speed-Up Round, by a few hun
dred dollars.
The first game, Gotch solved
the final puzzle, "Park Bench" and
won an original Renoir lithograph,
valued ai$41,0(X).

The second puzzle, "Flamingo"
stumped Gotch. "I could have
looked at it for eight hours and still
wouldn't have gotten it."
Among the lithograph and
$16,000 in cash, (jotch won a trip
to Sedona, Arizona, including the
airfare, resort, and $500 spending
cash. She plans to take the trip this
summer, and will most likely dis
play the lithogr^h in a museum.
Gotch said, "I'm not going to keep
it in my home, it won't go with my
other works."
On Pat Sajak and Vanna White,
Gotch commented, "They were
both very friendly. Vanna is unbe
lievably thin in person."
Gotch brought along her mother,
three friends, and her "significant
other" ,who she plans to take on die
trip to Sedona.
For anxiety before the show,
Gotch practiced the skills she
teaches daily at CSUSB. Public
Speaking, one of Gotch's classes,
learns, "I visualized myself doing
well and wiiming money. I took
deep breaths, that relaxed me."
CJotch's debut will air on March
4, 5, and 6 on KABC.
On the show, Gotch staies,"One
thing I'd tell somemie who wants
to try out-it's not easy to get on,
and once you're on, it's not easy to
win."
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Sexual Harrassment: Has it Affected You?
By Heather D. Deogracia
and Audra D. Alexander
Covote ChroniniR .Qfaff

Sexual harassment has become
a very imptxiant topic, yet the ac
tual implications of it are quite
undefined in most students' minds.
Most people do not understand
where the lines of pn^riety are
clearly drawn, yet it does not seem
to have affected the overall
population's ai^oach to relation
ships on campus ex the wfxkplace.
Cal State, San Bernardino re
cently amended their booklet and
position on sexual harassment. As
stated in the booklet Sexual Ha
rassment Policy: ACaliforniaState

University, San Bernardino Policy
For Definition, Education, Pre
vention, and Resolution, sexual

harassment is deUned as "...such
behavicx as sexual advances, re
quest for sexual favors, and other
verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature directed towards an
employee, student, or applicant."
But what exactly does this state
ment mean? Human beings are
truly sexual in nature and the judge
ment used by cme may not be in
dicative of the judgement used by
all to defme the gray areas of this
statement.
Somehow, every person must
define for themselves what sexual
harassment really is, and we, as

students, must discern in which
situations we do and do not feel
comfortable. We must learn to
respect each other's "lines of pro
priety" and not cross them, while
ultimately maintaining the c^n
and friendly atmosphere we enjoy
atCSUSB.
As false sexual harassment
claims aipear throughout the coun
try, some people are growing tired
of the issue, but for those who
experience it themselves or see a
loved one or colleague go through
such turmoil, it is a very difficult
and awakening topic.
The following students felt very
differently about the subject of
sexual harassment....

Cynthia Garza, Junior,
Nursing Major

Rachel Holbrook, Junior,
Communications Major

The Coyote Chronicle
Chronicle) is published on alternate
Wednesdays during the academic session by the Department of
Communication Studies, California State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in The Chronicle are those of the
student writers and editors, and do not reflect the views of the
university, its administration or faculty, or any other person or
institution unless expressly noted.
The Chrofiic/e welcomes your letters to the editors. All letters
for publication must provide the legal name, mailing address, and
phone number (for identification purposes only). The Chronicle
reserves the right to edit, excerpt, or reject letters for spelling,
length, or suitability for publication. Published letters may not
exceed 400 words in length.
The appearance of any advertisement in The Chronicle does
not constitute an endorsement by the newspaper of the goods and
I
services advertised herein. The Chro/iic/e reserves the right to
'w^reject any advertisement the management deems inappropriate,

(BridaC JAffair

mission Inn
at the Historic

February 25 • 10 a.m.- 5p.m.
Admission; $7.00 per person

• Fashion Show • Mock Wedding • Drawings
• Prizes • Caterers • Photographers • Florists
• Musicians • Wedding Consultants

Ardella Aldridge, Freshman,

Undeclared Major
"I'm a very trusting person, but I
can discern certain things about
people, so I rely on my own
judgement and if I feel uncom
fortable in a situation, I'll tell the
person and I'm not going to stay
in the situation."

"(I don't think it will affect me)
until I experience it personally.

"I'm careful bow I approach
..people in that I never assume it's
going to be a fun and friendly
conversation, and 1 keep things
on a scmewhat professional level
until I've gotten to know them
and established a friendship."

marketing Strategies International
1-800-393-3346

.suBuuflvr

The Place Where Fresh is the Taste.

Buy any Footlong
sub and get a 2nd
sub of equal or
lesser value FREE
with purchase of a
32 02. drink
9am-10pm
7 days a week
1050 W. Kendall Drive., Suite B
S a n Bernardino, CA 9 2 4 0 7
(909) 886-3343

NEW LOWER
MENU PRICES!
ATM
&
All Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

Troy Nelson, Freshman,
Undeclared Major
"I haven't had much |xoblem
with sexual harrassment.. I see
myself as more of a gentleman,
so I don't really say anything
derogatory... towards women
anyway."

Marcelo Cabral, Senior,
Communications Major

Peter Quendo, Freshman,
Theatre Arts Major

"I stay away from (relationships)
because you don't know when
you're going to be accused of
being sexually incorrect with
someone else or not. I don't
want any problems."

"You have to watch what you
say and be carfeul about the way
you behave around people,
because some people are
sensitive to it and some are not."

Campus Sexual Harassment Advisors
Patricia Diaz - x5241
Kevin Baker - x5921
Chani Beaman - x5075
Paul Dixon - x5399
Linda Durham - x5912
Susan Finsen - x5871

Mitch Gartenberg - x7142
Tina Howe - x5455
Sant Khalsa - x5807
Joan Kritzberg - x5714
Hank Kutak - xS222
Marjorie McCabe - x5656

Karen Newman - x5185
Taft Newman - x5042
Ruth Norton - x5636
Dian Pizurie • x5856
P. Rodgers-Gordon - 5250
Michael Weiss - x5594
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Affirmative Action—What Is It and Where Do We Go From Here?

By Lorraine Aguilera

Rectal to The Coyote Chronicle

The question of what is really affirmative action may tning
diffoent ideas to mind. People in divergent settings, from small
groups to large discussions, ^ve different ideas of what it means.
Here is a lexicon foraffirmative acticm and related concepts mean
here on this campus, based upon my interview with J. C. Robinson,
vice president of academic personnel.
Affirmative actitm: is "a process whereby the university makes
evay effort to bring ^ut talance and diversity relative to gender
and ethnicity to the workfwce," Dr. Robinson states. In the nonlegal realm of our state unversity campus, "It is the striving and
searching fora category of qualified people whose appointment will
bring about a balance in the wixkforce."
Legal aspect of affirmative action: is being observant about not
practicing discriminatory behaviors in reference to age, gender,
ethnicity, religion, marital status, and more.
Affirmative action here on this campus: is strictly a program
benefiting the recruiting process that will result in bringing about a
balance integral to the workforce. The ideal goal of this process is
finding out how to accurately and concisely manage affirmative
action, to achieve balance and establish diversity.
Diversity: "is a situation or condition where the people or
elements come from multiple backgrounds," says Dr. Robinson.
Affirmative action is just one stepping stone in a stream of agendas
to accomplish diversity. "Diversity is like a paradigm, it is the grand
picture. Without it, aiffinnative action and other such programs
would be worthless." Yet, he concludes, it is the proceedings of
affirmative action that enable diversity to be attained.
Students and staff polled after
the U.C. regents' recent vote to
disband affumative action by 1998
agreed on very little excq)t that the
policy elicits strong ccmvictions.

Q:

What isthe future of affirmative
action in the CSV system?

A: "It helps people get into pro
grams easier. I want to go to gradu
ate school and if things change,
there might be scane lost opportu
nities for me."~Sarah Hernandez,
student.
"I think the students at CSUSB

"The STEP pro
gram gave me
the chance, and
if affirmative
action gets cut,
then the doors
that gave me the
opportunity for a
second chance
will be closed in
incoming stu
dents' faces."
will prc^t a ban (on affumative
^on) just like the students in the
U.C. system did..."—Danielle Sain,
liberal studies.
"...Wtunen have been lost in this
stniggle"-Tanika Lydia, nursing.
Q: What are the reai reasons be
hind the U.C. Regents' vote to ban
(ffirmative action preferences?

"A person should be hired for
their experience and how well they
can do the job, not what color their
skin is or what natitxiality they
are."~Tyson Ryan, New Student
Orientation planning committee,.
"The men in power are not will

ing to let go of the power they
have. This is a decade of meanspiritedness and the ban of affir
mative action is just a way to stop
minorities and women iBrom taking
a little piece of their power,. ..The
men in power are looking for the
easy way out and they are blaming
those who should not be blamed.
What they are accomplishing is
hurting people and our country
rather than helping. If I were a
Board of Regentsmemberand there
was this much indecision, I would
reconvene and call for a recount of
the votes."—Cynthia Olivo, resi
dent director of Serrano Village.
"If I were the Regents, I would
go with what they're doing. I'm a
white male and I think that things
are harder for me when it comes to
the system. I know that minorities
were put through a lot, but I don't
think I should suffer because of it.
... I shouldn't be held responsible.
A lotofthings I'm not eligible for
because I'm not a minority, and
that is not fair."-Brent Crawley,
sophomore.
"If the Regents decide that it is
in the best interest of the people
that they get rid of this policy, then
so be it. I think I would like to have
alittlemore statistics and informa
tion on the subject before I make
such a drastic statement on such a
touchy topic."-Bemard Rey,
Sigma Nu.
"...If the policy is implemented
in one of thecompanies I apply for,
I don't think it is really fair that a
black person or an Asian gets the
job over me just because they are a
minority. I could be more quali
fied, and another person would get
the job just because a quota needs
to be filled.... So if the Regents

decided to take it away, then it
might be better for the future. Let
them, I'm graduating anyway."—
Jamison Keller, internal affairs,
ASI.
"...The affirmative action policy
has been quite effective the way it
is right now, and if 1 was on the
Board right now, I would vote to
keep the affirmative action policy
in place."-James Collins, junior.
Q: How have affirmative action

concern for while I was here, so I
never had to bring the topic up with
any members of the administration
or faculty."-Otis Chambliss, se
nior.

"I k n o w m i n o r i t i e s
were put through
a lot, but 1 don't
think 1 should
suffer because of
it....I shouldn't be
held responsible.
There are a lot of
things I'm not
eligible for be
cause I'm not a
minority, and that
is not fair."

polices affected you personally?

A: **Tbe STEP program gave me
the chance, and if affirmative ac
tion gets cut, then the doors that
gave me the opportunity for a sec
ond chance will be closed in the
incoming students' faces.Ifit were
not for the STEPprogram, I would
be in the Marines right now."—
Sean Davis, guide for Outreach
Services.
"It has never been an issue of

Q: What isthe significance of affir
mative action in our society ?
A: "...I just feel that people should

take every aspect into account be

fore forming their opinions on ra
cial issues—including affirmative
action."-StephanieJohnson, fresh
man.
"People have all their views on
affirmative action, but I don't see it
working. I feel that everybody
should have an education in
America. We're 14th in education
in the world, but we're supposed to
be the richest country? Where are
our priorities? I don't see any plan
that they've instigated so far (that'
is) working. I also feel that if it is
not affirmative action, what is it
going tobe? Some type of program
has to be put into place."-Donna
Wogatske. senior.

Christina Oiney, Octavia
Floras, Sydney Swenson,
Anthony Cummings, and
Gregory Callander contributed
to this article.
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LEARNING EXPERIENCE?
Discover . .. University of La Verne

MASTER OF SCIENCE

(J

G

A I RWAV E
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

iunselin

- Maniage & Family Therapy (MFCC) or
- Special Emphafiis Program
The University of La Verne's
Behavioral Science Department has
been preparing master's students to
enter the counseling profession for
over 20 years. The success of our
graduates, the strength of the faculty,
ULV's fine academic tradition, and
over 100 years of institutional stability
have c.jr»ed our M.S. Counseling
degree programs favorable recognition
in Southern California and beyond.
The Western Association of Schools
and Colleges recently commended
ULV for its excellent educational
system, reporting that ULV is a
"model that might be of interest to
other institutions."
The University of La Verne is
centered between Los Angeles and
San Bernardino near major freeway
arteries. Our small graduat .^ classes
are held on our safe, full-service
campus where parking is always free
and available. ULV offers financial
aid and tuition payment plans.
p e p

JOm the ULV
COMMUNriY
OF LEARNERS
For More Information. CalL
909-593-3511. exL 4244

iHuii|iii|Hnm|nn
imajittiiiitiun
fu.qiteffliMilini

^^^SITY OF LA

BRAVO CLASSIC

PA6ER

<59«
Price includes:

Tax, Activation, Custom
Greeting & Numeric
Retrieval; 2-Month Airtime
with Voicemail and
FREE 2S-MlNUrE PREPAID
CALUNG CARD*

888-2470
ALPHANUMERIC
& NATIONWIDE
P A G I N G

363 North E Street
& Inland Center Mall
^Prepaid Calling Card $7.50 if
^
purchased separately.
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Surf the Senate News Service
From News Services
Technology is changing the way
our society wcffks in many ways,
and one of its biggest benefits is
that citizens can now get infonnation about bills being considered
in the state Legislature right in
campus computer labs or their own
homes or offices.
This means that people can be
better informed about their gov
ernment and can be more timely in
their participation in the process.
All California legislators now
have e-mail addresses so we can
send messages directly to them.
Ihis is quicker than sending a let
ter by mail and helps reduce the
paper usage in the office. Con
stituents can communicate by
sending
messages
to
senatorIeonard@sen.ca.gov. For
example,when you have an (pin
ion atout a bill a senator is voting
on, or when you have ideas for new
laws, legislates wanttohear. They
are also available to help you re
solve problems you are experienc
ing with any state agency, so send
them messages when you need help
cutting through red tape.
Another resource is the Senate
Home Page located at http://
www.sen.ca.gov. From there, you
can go to a senator's Home Page

which includes the office address,
biography, and a list of the com
mittees on which they serve. There
is also a list of the mews releases
and columns they have written and
inftxmation about how tosubscribe
to these documents.
If you would like to learn more
about the legislative process, ac
cess a description of legislative
terms by sending mail to
ftpmail@leginfo.public.ca.gov
with the following message:
connect leginfo.public.ca.gov
getREADME_legislative_process
get README_glossary
quit
To get a copy of the rules that
govern the procedures of the Leg
islature, send (to the same address)
a message reading:
connect leginfo.public.ca.gov
cdpub
get senate_rules
get assembly_rules
get joint_rules
quit
If you want to see the text of a
bill and know thenumber of thebill,
send the message to senatenews@sen.ca.gov: billist sb_610.
You will receive instructions about
how to access all documents per
taining to that bill. If you do not
know the bill number, you may
find the bill by searching by sub

ject. Using the same address, send
amessage that, for example, reads:
billtopic education.
The Senate also has a subscrip
tion service so that you can be
notified each time action is taken
on a bill you are following. To do
this, send a message to senatenews@sen.ca.gov and include the
following command: subscribe bill
sb_610, using the bill number you
are interested in. You will then be
sent the full text of the bill, plus
any new versions, analyses of the
biU, or other information about the
bill's history. You will also re
ceive a message each time the bill
is acted on, amended by the author,
or voted on in the full Senate.
If you do not want to receive the
full text of the bill every time it is
amended or acted on, you can ask
simply tobe notified of action rather
than subscribing to a bill. To do
this, send thefollowing message to
the same address: notify bill
sb_610. You will then receive
messages that action was taken on
the bill, and then you can use the
other means described above to
learn what action that was.
If you need help using the new
Senate News Service, feel free to
send a mail message to senatenews@sen.ca.gov with a text line
that reads: help.

THE ARMY CAN
HELP YOU GET
A $30,000 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, offers an inten
sive ABA Approved poet graduate 14 week
UVWYERS ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
will ertttie you to put your education to work as a
skilled mtmber of the legal team.
A repressatattve will be on campus

Monday, April 22, 1996
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm
University Hall #324
Career Center Conference Room
'X"CSUSB
|Uni\cr5ily
of 6an [)icgD

Lawyer's Assistant Program
5998 Alcali Park
San Diego. CA 92110-2492
(619) 260-4579

Name

Cunent
Address.
City.
Current Aone I
Permaned Pttone #

.State.

.Zip.

Uie Army can help you get
an edge on life and earn up to
$30,000 for college through the
Montgomery G1 Bill plus the
Army College Fund.
Here's how it works. You con
tribute $100 a month for the first
year from your $10,600 first year
salary. Uie government then
contributes its share, $13,200
fi^om the Montgomery GI Bill
plus $15,600 from the Army Col
lege Fund for a four-year
enlistment.
Army opportunities get better
every day. If you qualify, you
could train in one of over 200
challenging and rewarding high
tech skills in fields like avionics
and electronics, satellites and
microwave communications,
computer and radar operationsjust to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while
you learn. For more information
about getting money for college,
call your Army Recruiter today.

This is Language Jeopardy!
From News Services
The Linguistics Club, the En
glish Club, and the Graduate En
glish Student Association (GES A)
are planning a game of Language
Jeopardy. Professors will be the
contestants. Students are invited
to help come up with questions to
"stump" the professors.
Category topics will be: linguis
tics (anything related to the En
glish language); literature (English
and American, fnxn classic to mod
em); rhetoric (theory and applica
tions); general history (factual and

Tax DayApproachlng,..Get Help Soon!
From News Services
Free help with income tax form
preparation is being offered to lowincome, Spanish-speaking anddisabled persons until April 13
through the school of Business and
Public Administration at CSUSB.
CSUSB accounting students will
provide oneon-one assistance to
the taxpayer. The prepared federal
and state returns will be reviewed
by supervising faculty, notes Dr.
Joan I^tzberg.aprofesso*of man
agement who oversees the Volun
teer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA) program. Electronic fil
ing is also available.
No appointments are necessary.
Assistance will be offered on
Wednesdays through March 13,
from 3 to 6 p.m. in Room 141 of

Jack Brown Hall and on Saturdays
at the Feldheym Library in San
Bernardino through April 13, from
10 am. to 5 p.m. Spanish-speak
ing assistants will be available at
all the sessions.
Participants should bring their
W-2 forms and information about
other income and deductions as
well as a copy of last year's retums
and the tax forms they've received
in the mail, Kritzberg says.
"Students have receiv^ special
training to offer this taxpayer as
sistance," she says. 'The program
is part of the university's commit
ment to provide professicxial ser
vice to the community."
More information is available
from Dr. Kritzberg at extension
5714.

3a >v^. Call

fke

uj?
Introducing TeleFile from die IRS. If you are single and filed
Form 1040EZ last year, you can file your tax return in ten minutes
by phone. Anytime. Check your tax booklet for information.

(909) 885-5664
Department of the Treasury

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

cultural trivia); and general phi
losophy. Other subject areas are
welcome.
Language Jeopardy is scheduled
for April 19, so the deadline for
submitting questions is April 5.
Questions may be submitted to the
big envelope attached to the En
glish Department bulletin board
on the third floor of University
Hall (UH334).
FOT information, contact Pro
fessors Sunny Hyon at extension
5465, Phil Page at ext. 5898, or
Kelly Raybum at ext. 5488.

Internal Revenue Service
Changing for good.

HiTeleFile
It's free. It's fast. It works.
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Personal Property Theft is
Everybody's Concern
By Dennis Kraus
Special ta Tba Covoia ChrnnirJn

Our campus is a very safe place
to go to school. Unfortunately, it is
NOT 100 percent crime firee. While
violent crime rates remain among
the lowest in the CSU system and
certainly far lower than our sur
rounding community; property
thefts in our parking lots are up
from last year. On one day re
cently in our student union, three
unattended backpacks were sto
len. Thefts of parking decals from
unlocked cars are up, as are auto
burglaries. The good news is that
many of these crimes are prevent
able if each of you will take a few
simple{M-ecau tions and remain alert
to your property's safety.
First, never leave any property

unattended unless it is secured.
Always lock your car. If you don't
have a club or an alarm, consider
getting one. Never leave your car
unlocked or auto windows down.
Even a crack in a window may
provide entry to a car burglar. Do
iK)t leave paopertyon vehicle seats,
dashes or rear windows where they
can be seen. Take your valuables
with you or lock them in the trunk.
Don't leave personal property ly
ing unattend^ at the student union
or anywhere else. A good rule of
thumb is if you can see your prop
erty, it is at risk. Get a locker or
keep yourproperty with you. Never
leave valuables such as a purse,
wallet, or money in an unattended
backpack. An unlocked desk or
cupboard is also a bad place to
keep such items. When leaving an

office unattended, close and lock
the door. When walking, keep
your valuables close to you, your
head upand alert toyour surround
ings. Your car keys should be in
your hand prior to reaching your
car. There is NO need to be afraid,
but there is every reason to take
ps-ecautions to prevent theft, both
on and off campus.
Editor's Note: Although a new
law eliminates the requirementfor
training in order to carry pepper
spray, students and staff are en
couraged to attend the free pepper
spray class offered 1^ Detective
Randy Keller on Sunday, Febru
ary 25 from 8 to 10 a.m. in the
Lower Commons. For more infor
mation on the class or future
classes, call extension 5165.

Kick the Habit—Kick it Now
Have you tried to quit smc^ng
recently? Cigarette smoking can
be a hard habit to break because
nicotine is physically and psycho
logically a^icting. But you can
quit if you really want to!
Smoking affects your health in
many ways. It can cause respira
tory disease, cancer, and heart dis
ease. Your chances of contracting
these diseases will decrease rap)idly when you quit smoking.
\^en you quit smoking you feel
better both physically and psycho

logically. You will notice that you
can breathe easier, your sense of
taste and smell improves, you will
have more energy, you will save
money, and your lungs and heart
will wOTk better.
There are many methods to use
when you quit smoking and each
person must pick theones that work
best for him or her. Getting out
side help is a good idea. The Stu
dent Health Center offers assis
tance to students who want help
with their effort to quit smoking.

A counseling session with a regis
tered nurse will be arranged and
the nurse will help you discover
ways to help you quit. If you and
the nurse decide that you would
benefit by a nicotine replacement
product (gum or skin patch), an
appointment will be made with a
physician who will determine if
the nicotine replacement drug is
appropriate for your use.
If you'd like an appx)intment for
smoking cessation, call the Stu
dent Health Center at 880-5241.
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Campus Drug Use:
Special Problems,
Everyday Sanctions

By Craig
aiq Henderson, Ph.T).

Special to The Coyote Chronicle

People give different reasons for
why they uy drugs: to feel part of
a crowd, and escape feelings of
loneliness, according to the book
"Drugs and You" offered free at
the Health Center.
What does the booklet say about
the dangers of drug use? Over
dose, dependence, ill health and
injuries. Overdosing can occur
when a user takes a drug of uncer
tain purity or strength, or when the
user's body builds up a high toler
ance to the drug. Dependency on
drugs cause users to suffer mental
illness, malnutrition and risks of
diseases and accidents.
For students, drug-usinj poses
some special problems: poor

pradps risky
ri«kv hfhavinr
an
grades,
behavior, accidents
and pocH" health. Students imder
the influence of substances can
even endanger campuses by in
dulging in vandalism and violence.
Nonetheless, the sanctions are
the same. "S tudents who use drugs
face the same problems as other
drug users do," says the booklet
"They are just as open to legal
ixoblems for arrest and uncontrol
lable violence, paying to support a
costly habit, and damaging rela
tionships."
Do you or your college friends
have concerns about drug use?
Counseling isavailable weekdays,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. If you have any
questions or want an appointment,
(^I or visit the Hekth Center
ext.5040. Room 136.

Confidential CounselingforThose in Need
The Counseling Center at
CSUSB is again taking appoint
ments for adults facing issues such
as depression, traumatic life
changes, eating disorders and
struggles with self-esteem.
This confidential, one-on-one
counseling is conducted by C!al
State graduate students under the
supervision of Psychology Depart
ment faculty. Dr.EdwardTeybey,
a Cal State psychology professor
who has written a nationally-ac
claimed book about children and

divorce, is the center's director.
A $10 fee is charged for each
50-minute session. But the center
does operate on a sliding scale.
The Center focuses on counselingforindividuals. Dayorevening
appointments may be scheduled.
While the center does not U"eat
drug or alcohol addition or those
who may be suicidal, referrals will
be made in such cases.
For information, call the Coun
seling Center at ext. 5569.

Women's Fraternity Stresses Perserverance and Friendship
By Jason Armstrong
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

The newest of four Greek
wcxnen's organizations in campus,
the ZetaTau Alpha(ZTA) women's
fraternity is currently forging its
way to the top and is setting an
excellentexamplefctf'oUier Greeks
to follow.
ZTA was founded by an indus
trious group of women at the State
FemaleNcrmal School, Longwood
College, in Virginia on October
15,1898. The ZTA fraternity has
grown rapidly over the years; it is
currently composed of 223 chap
ters across the United States and
Canada. The chapter on our cam
pus is the most recently chartered
ch^ter, attaining forr^ chapter
status in 1995, after being on cam
pus f(x less than a year.
As founders of a new chapter,
members of ZTA have the oppor
tunity to launch traditions that will
surviveforyearstocome. "Oneof
the most exciting aspects of be
longing to ZTA is fcvming tradi
tions. We will have our first for
mal on March 9; we are all looking

fwward to this event," said Melinda
Krallis, ZTA Vice President.
Around campus, the women of
ZTA strive to be one of the friend
liest organizations. "We try to
make it our goal to give as much
support as we can to other clubs
and Greek organizations; we want
to be accessible to everyone," said
Krallis.
As is the case with most other
Greek organizations on campus,
ZTA places strong emphasis on its
philanthropy program. ZTA do
nates all money generated from
fundraising to the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation, an in
stitution that raises money to help
women fight breast cancer. ZTA
hosts the "Race For THe Cure"
three times a year; an event in
which ZTA's and other suppcnters
of the cause run or walk to raise
money for breast cancer victims.
"On a national level, our goal this
year is to raise over $700,00," said
Kim Barker, ZTA President.
ZTA will host a ticket raffle
from Felanary 26 to March 8 to
further benefit the Breast Cancer
Foundation. Tickets are $1 each

and can be purchased from any
member of ZTA. "Prizes range
from $100... to gift ertificates for
restaraunts," said Krallis.
Members of ZTA feel that the
CM'ganization hasbeen a very mean
ingful and valuable experience in
theirlives. "I feel that as a member
of ZTA, I am making lifelong
friendhsips," stated Kerry Sauer.
"I view ZTA as a sisterhood bond
beyond compare; it has completely
transformed my life," said Barker.
"It really means a lot to me to have
a group of sisters who appreciate
all the work that I have put into
ZTA; I feel that ZTA's strong fo
cus on academics and philanthropy
is helping tomake us well-rounded
people," said Krallis.
ZTA symbols are the white vio
let and strawberries; the fraternity
colors are turquoise blue and steel
gray. These colors are very notice
able on ZTA's gigsntic wooden
letters.
ZTA has already proven by the
quick attainment of its character
that determination and persever
ance really pay off, and their future
looks extfemely'bright."
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Annual Joel Garcia Scholarship
Offered to Latin Students
The California Chicane
News Media Association an
nounces its annual Joel Garcia
Memorial Scholarship Competi
tion.
Ute Joel Garcia Memorial
Scholarship is awarded anually to
qualified students who are plan
ning to pursue a career in journal
ism. Thescholarships,whichrange
from $250 to
$2,000perstudent.
All entries will be
judged
by
CCNMA's Schol
arship CtMnmittee.
Scholarships will
be awarded based
on several criteria,
icluding
the
student's financial need, scholastic
achievement, commitment to the
journalism field and awareness of
the community in which they live.
The scholarship is named
after Joel Garcia, the Los Angeles
journalist who first proposed fund
ing a professional association for
Chicano journalists in 1972. That
group would eventually become
the California Chicano News Me
dia Association. A native of Los
Angeles, Garcia worked as a news
paper reporter and general assign
ment reporter for KNBC and
KTTV television stations in Los

Angeles. He was working as a
iwoducer and reporter for KCET at
the time of his death in may 1977.
Allwinners will be invited
and recognized at this year's 16th
Annual Joel Garcia Memorial
Scholarship Banquet to be held
Friday, MAy 10, 1996 at the
Bilunore Hotel in downtown Los
Angeles.
The contest
is open to Latino
college students
attending acollege
or university in
California in the
fallofl996and the
spring/summer of
1997. Students
may apply to at
tend a nationwide college or uni
versity.
Students may be majcHing in
any field, but must be able to i^ove
a sincere interest in pursuing a
career in journalism or a degree in
the field of journalism or commu
nications.
Finalists must be able to
scheduale an oral interview on
April 20, and to receive the full
award, winners must be officially
enrolled in scholl and be students
in good standing.
All entries must be received
by Friday, March 29.

iccnmai

NEWS YOU CAN USE!

Quiet On the Set! Did You Say Herpes?
Quiet on theSet! The Ameri
can College Health Association
(ACH A) is scouting campuses na
tionwide for a budding Scorsese,
Spielberg, or Tarantino. College
students are invited to participate
in acontest to create and develop a
televisicm public service announcement(PSA)that will educate young
adults (18 years and older) about
genital herpes.
The PSA contest, sponsored
by ACHA in cooperation with
Glaxo Wellcome Inc., is designed
to stimulate creative approaches to
education on genital herpes, a sexu
ally transmitted disease (STD) that
has grown toepidemic proportions
over the past decade. Currently,as
many as 31 million Americans have

genital herpes, with 500,000 new
infections occurring each year.
The contest is open to any
one age 18 years or older who is
enrolled in an accredited institu
tion of higher learning. Entrants
must submit an original 30-second
videotaped public service message,
geared towards an adult audience,
that provides information about
genitk herpes and the need to seek
medical attention. QualiHedjudges
will assess each eligible entry on
the basis of communications v^ue,
(Miginality/aeativiiy, and execu
tion. The winner will receive a
$10,000 scholarship, a trip to New
Yoik City (valued at approximately
$3,000) toattend aNew York PSA
"festival" and the opportunity to

Story Contest Brings BIG Bucks to the Unpublished
A G/immer Train short story
contest is open to any writer whose
w(x-k hasn't appear^ in any na
tionally distributed publication
with a circulation over 5,000. The
story's lengthmustbe 1,200-7,500
words. Itmustbetypedanddoublespaced.
Tho-e are no theme restric
tions, but no poetry, children's sto
ries, or nonriction are not allowed.
There is no need for a self-ad
dressed stamped envelope, as ma-

LOH COST STODV inOi

terials will not be returned. Results will be mailed to entrants by
July 1. All entrants will receive a
copy of the issue in which the
winning entry will be published
and the second- and third- place
winners announced.
The first place winner will
receive $1,200 and publication in
Glimmer Train Stories. Secondand third- place winners receive
$500 and $300 respectively. The
top 25 will receive lettCTS honoring

Au Pair in

EVFi)PE

England

S T U D Y a foreign language or culture at the Sorbonne
in Pans, Richmond College in London or University of Granada.

France
W O R K as

an au pair taking care of children 30 hours

Germany

vveek living with a carefully selected European family.

Spain

?s| TRAVEL inexpensively in Europe.
yVFFORDABLE

SEMESTER $ 1 , 9 9 5 • ACADEMIC YEAR $ 2 , 4 9 5 • SUMMER $ 9 9 5

The program includes free one way flight, private room and meals, S75
weekly pocket money, orientation, cultural activities and full support services

Q Yes,

Name

Phone

Preference: • England • Frartce

Germany • Span

• summer

)

• semester

LONDON
PHRIS
MODRIO
FRRNKFURT

$229
$249
$289
$229

E u r o p a s s from $ 2 1 0

[LOFLI

B HI

faies Hi
Los Hnieies. eaci iiii sasei 11
purcliase. Fares do mf hchitt fodeni I nd pKse^er
facllilies charges, iildcli cu lolal Mm $1115 md $II.S5.
dependii m llie destWiN. ler di IM| kcMe deparlKe
cliitges gald direcllq fe ti fireip gmmeBls. Bldck en
fofal hem $3.18 ad $Sl.ti. Wl SMetf I iiq he re
quired. Fates are sojeel fi chiiie. lesfrlclieis applq.

IRS

Oi he Meb: ht!r//ini.ciee.in/tls/ctslMielli
DIVISION

Coilege/univeraty

EUROPE

CIEE: CouncU on International
Educational Exchange
coLiEec

Address

their achievements.
The first page must include
your name, address, and phone.
Pages must be stapled together.
An $11 check covers reading fee
for up to two stories sent together
in the same envelope. Please be
sure the address on your check is
correct "Short Story Award"must
be written (Xi the outside of the
envelope, and must be postmarked
during the month of February and
March.

Council iTravel

Call (800) 727-AlFS or send to
American Institute For Foreign Study®
Dept CP4 • 102 Greenwich Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830

send me your brochure.

assist in the professional produc
tion of thepublicservice announce
ment. Theprofessi(xially]voduced
PSA will be offered fw public ser
vice airing on commercial televi
sion. Four runners-up will also
receive trips to the New Ycwk PSA
festival (valued at ^proximately
$3,000 each); two first runners-up
will win scholarships of $3,000
each.
Videot^)ed entries are due
April 26. No purchase is necessary
to participate in the contest Stu
dents who wish to enter the contest
can receive the Official Contest
Rules, entry forms, contest flyers,
and information about genital
herpes by calling (212) 886-2250.

• academic year
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Thursday
February 22
Teacher Mock Interview
With Joe Davis, Assistant Superintedent
and Mickey Horn, Personnel Specialist

1 - 4:30 p.m.
Career Center
For more Info.; (909) 880^250

Contemporary Japan
With Satoko Hamamoto,
Yasuda University

12 Noon ' 1 p.m.
Sycamore Room
For more Info.: (909) 880-5858

Prespectives ott^he
California Civil
Rights Initiative
With Dr. Elsa Valdez and
Dr. Elliot Barkan

Recital HaU
For more Info.: (909) 880-7203

Sunday
February 25
Pepper Spray Class
8 - 10 a.m.
Lower Commons
For more Info.: (909) 880-5165

Saturday Conservatory
of Music Recital
2:30 p.m.
Recital Hall
For more Info.: (909) 880-5859

Tuesday
February 27

12 Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Events Center A
For more Info.: (909) 880-7203

An Intimate talk
about Breast Cancer

U of R Guitar Ensemble

1 - 2:30 p.m.
WR&ARC
For more Info.: (909) 880-7203

Terri Graves, Director

12 Noon
For more Info.: (909) 880-5859

Friday
February 23
Don Juan Tenorio
A Spanish piay by Jose ZtHriila

7:30 p.m.
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Jazz Festival

March 5

8 - II p.m.
Events Center
For more Info.: (909) 880-7204

Jazz Ensemble
Andy Cleaves, Director

8:15 p.m.
Recital HaU
For more Info.: (909) 880-5859

Thursday
February 29

International
Women's Day

Music Major Recital
12 Noon
For more Info.: (909) 880-5859

All Day
For more Info.: (909) 880-7203

Topics in Education
With Jose Hernandez,
Elementary/Bilingual Education

"P^eeUtt^

12 Noon -1 p.m.
Eucalyptus Room
For more Info.: (909) 880-5858

Circle K International
Tuesday • 6 p.m.
Senate Chambers

The Pacific Review

Spanish Table Club

open Mic Reading

7 -9 p.m.
Coyote Cafe
For more Info.: (909) 473-0741

Wednesdays • 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
Senate Chambers

Sunday
March 3

Fridays • 3 p.m.
PS 209

Scuba Club

WithDr. Roukis

Wednesday
February 28
Caribbean Breeze
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
SU Courtyard
For more Info.: (909) 880-7204
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Gay, Lesbian, &
Bisexual Union

CSUSB Concert Choir

Wednesdays *6-7 p.m.
WR&ARC

Tamra Hareh, Director,

3 p.m.
Recital Hall
For more Info.: (909) 880-5859

Adult Women's Empow
erment Support Group

Tuesday

Fridays • 10 -11 a.m.
WR&ARC

CLASSIFIEDS
LICENSED CHILD CARE#364800912 Whole Child Ap
proach, Learning thru Play, B.A. in
Child Development. 882-0172

RAISE $$$• The Citibank
Fundraiser is here to help you! Fast,
Easy, No Risk or Financial Obliga
tion- Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Call Now.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! * Raise $500 in only one week. (800)
Over $6 Billion in public and private
862-1982 exL 33
sector grants &. scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible.
ROOMMATE WANTED. Own
Let us help. For more info, call: 1room, non-smoker S230 month plus
800-263-6495 ext. F59851
1/3 utilities/phone. Highland. 8625498
CBEST/GMAT- Math tutor $8/
hour. Oncampus, first meeting is
COUNSELORS for co-ed N.E. PA,
free! Phone (619)956-8491/Pager
ovemt Jewish Federation camp- 3
(619) 381-4692
hrs from NYC- general, sports, H20,
«& Arts. 1-800-973-3866/
Classified Info: 880-5931
Poyntell@ix.netcom.com.

IMMEDIATE JOB FLACEMENrAs a student, you may still be
uncertain about your career choice.
If so, the Navy may be able to help.
We offer immediate hands-on
training. To qualify you must be
between 17 and 32 years old and in
good health. Benefits include a
competitive salary, 30 days paid
vacation every year and medical and
dental care. You also have the
opportunity to continue your edu
cation with tuition assistance. In
addition, some scholarships for a
Baccalaureate Degree Completion
Program(BDCP)are available. CALL
1-800-222-6289 for more informa
tion or to set up an appointment.

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREAPositions availalbe every month.
Bachelor degree required. $18,000$24.000/yr. Accom., airfare &
benefits. Send resume, copy of
diploma & copy of passport to: Bok
JiCorp. Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13
Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu, Seoul
Korea. TEL: 011-822-555-5627
FAX: 011-822-552-4329
WORK IN THE OUTDOORSNational Parks, Forests, Wildlife
Preserves, & Concessionaires are
now hiring seasonal workers.
Excellent bencHts + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N59851

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206971-3550 ext. C59851
ALASKA EMPLOYMENTFishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 9713510ext. A59851
INTERESTED IN JOURNAL
ISM? The Coyote Chronicle may
be for you! Drop by the oHice in
UH037 and find out!
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The Toxic Burning

By Melissa Pinion

special to The Coyote Chronicle

R T V R R S nD F . F T T M F R S T T V A L
FEBRUARY 29 &
MARCH 1
The Best Of The Palm
Springs International
Film Festival

MARCH 14 & 15
The Bicycle Thief
Vittorio De Sica, director
Italy; 90 minutes 1949
Academy Award Winner

MARCH 28&29
Martha & Ethel
Jyll Johnstone, director
U.S.A.; 77minutes 1994

APRIL 25 & 26
Cry the Beloved Country
Darrell James, director
S. Africa; 111 min. 1995

APRn.ll&12
Les Miserables
Claude Lelouch, director
France; 177 min. 1995

MAY 9 & 10
Red Firecracker, Green
Firecracker
He Ping, director
China; 111 min. 1994

'Me A Cancun Break.
FROM LOS ANGELES:

4 Days
6 Days 8 Days
3 Nights 5 Nights 7 Nights

Club Las Perias (QUAD Room)
$475 $539 $579
E.P. Rate - No Meals:
All Inclusive—All Meals—All Drinks—
575 699 809
All Tips—All Included:
Condo Hotel Piramides Cancun (QUAD Suite) 485 555 619
499 575 639
Costa Real Hotel (QUAD Room)
519 605 699
Oasis Cancun* (QUAD Room)
•Requires $100 per person (refundable) security deposit upon check-in.

Continental Villas Plaza (DBL Room)
Presidente Inter-Continental (DBL Room)

579
649

709
829

829
999

mexicoflt
1 A

VACATIONS ^

For reservations, call or have your travel agent call
Aeromexico Vacations toll free at 1-800-245-8585.
All packages are per person, double or quad occupancy and include lowest roundtrip airfare on Aeromexico from Los Angeles, airport transfers,
hotel accommodations, hotel tax and are for new bookings only. Add $6.00 U.S. Departure tax, $7.45 Federal Inspection Fees and $6.50 U.S.
Customs Fees. Rates do not include $U.50 Mexico departure tax, which must be paid in Mexico by the passenger. Programs are valid
February 16th—March 31.1996, and may vary by departure date, are subject to change, availability and cancellation charges. Certain black
out dates may apply. Weekend, holiday and peak season surcharges may apply.

In a word, it's melancholic.
With the debut of Orange
County's, The Violet Burning, a
five-piece band that seems to think
that ^e Goth audience has some
how arisen from the dead, the for
mula just may woik if their audi
ence isn't too groggy to miss it.
And with the rock world full
of angst, it's ^parent that the pres
ence of Gothic music has come full
circle despite what the corporate
structure dictates.
The Violet Burning, a selftitled debut under Domo Records,
is scheduled to hit stores on Febru
ary 20 followed by a U.S. tour.
Picture yourself with an air
of self-pity, in a room only illumi
nated by theflicker of black candles
and television snow. This is the
mood of The Violet Burning.
Enter "Blind," a track that
mirrors this feeling. It rears itself
up with a melodic and hypnotic
verve, yetkeepsits composure long
enough to lull its listener with the
tones of Pumpkins-esque, Michael
Pritzl, and the twangy presence
from guitarists Andy Wckett and
Jeff SchroedCT.
"Underwater" is another one.
Dark and dreary, like an homage to
the Sisters of Mercy or Mazzy S tar,
it takes off with a certain laziness.
But don't mistake indifference for

this type of laziness. Itwillputyou
in a state of indifference, but you
will stay awake because there isn't
cheese with these prolific whines.
Peruse "Fever" with cau
tion. It approaches this feeling of
darkness and despondency, but it
crashes with incredible dynamics
halfway through the song, as if the
band had spontaneously decided
to turn all their amps up to 11.
The Violet Burning, how
ever, don't even put a foot on the
grunge-angst bandwagon. As far
as distortion, angered screams and
yells go, the listener won't find
much of that here. The album
unfolds and then retracts, like the
emotions immersed in a heavy re
lationship In-eak-up. Itbeginswith
a heavy dose of indifference: "It's
time to let go/ time to be real/ I'm
taking my hands off the steering
wheel." Then it moves on to a
period of soul-searching: "I don't
really hate you/1 hate what I do."
Then it closes with a Cure-sized
overdose of melancholy: "put your
hands on my shoulders/ a little bit
closer now/ feel the tears run down
my swollen cheeks."
The Violet Burning may not
be ready for apger-ridden adoles
cents lining up to purchase the
latest from Candlebox, but regard
less, this is definitely an 80-Proof
album—potent and capable of in
toxication if used in moderation.
P E P ,

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

COLLEGE OF LAW
JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM
• Accredited by the State Bar of California
• Excellent Bar Pass Rate
• Convenient Location to Inland Empire
• Full Time, Part Time, Day/Evening Classes
• Financial Aid & Scholarships Available
Admission Requirements

• Bachelor's Degree
• Law School Admission Test (LSAT)

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

(909) 596-1848
APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED
Law Program accredited by the California Committee of Bar Examiners
. and the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

ERTAINMENT
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Highlander Gathers Quite A Crowd
By John Birdwell

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Few films have inspired a
following as loyal as"Highlander,
The Gathering." The success of
this movie has inspired two se
quels and a series. Though the two
sequels did not go over well, the
series has enjoyed years of faithful
followers. In spite of all the at
tempts to revive the fervor that the
first highlander movie brought
about, one will hear followers re
mark, "There can be only one."
This film, staring Sean
Connery and Christofer Lambert,
attracts a wide variety of special
interest viewers. Since the early
days of Ian Flemming's "007"
movies nearly every film Sean
Connery has had a part in has de
veloped a cult following. "High
lander" is no exception. In fact the
reason that I first went to see this
film was because it was a "Sean
Connery" movie. Though it turned
out that Connery only played a
su{^rting role, this movie is high
oa the list of truly great cultfilms.

The highlander, Conner
McCloud, played by Christofer
Lambert is the heart of the film.
Lambert brought life to the
McCloud character. This was no
easy task as McCloud was por
trayed in many eras and many
places from early Scotland to the
present New York.
Hie names that helped
move this movie to cult status do
not stop with the actors. The film's
scoring was written and preformed
by the supper star group "Queen."
Several of the songs have spent
time on popular rock charts.
Other elements that add
to the mystique of the film include
the idea of immortals among us.
Swords instead of guns are the
preferred weapons of these im
mortals. A Katana from ancient
Japan, and aSalamongafrom Spain
are two swords identified early in
the film as being priceless antiques.
These swords in the hands of im
mortals tend to give off spectacu
lar sparking effects. An immortal
uses his swwd tocut off thehead of
other immortals. When this hap

pens a process of energy transfer
called the quickening occurs be
tween the recently slain and the
slayer. The quickening results in
lots of fiery lightning and general
destruction of everything in the
local aria.
Sword and sorcery, his
torical drama, and action adven
ture are combined tohold the audi
ence on theedge of theirseat. Great
music and actors provide a dyna
mite production. But can there be,
"Only One"? I have found that
there are several: there are the ex
panded versions! "Highlander, The
Gathering" is amust see, but if you
can get your hands on one of the
expanded versions, all the better.

Mickey Finn's
presented Still Wa
ter Black, Alexe's
Wish, and Lightning
Loyd (seen left)
February 17. Call
(909) 683-3466 for
future events.

CHAM

SHARE THE FUN!
Students can enjoy a year-round dis
count on admission to Knott's Entertain
ment Area with unlimited use of ALL
RIDES, SHOWS, and ATTRACTIONS, all
for only $19 for adults, and $13.50 for
children ages 3-11. For tickets contact the
ASI box office at ext. 5593!

No ffeir. No StDfltmaD.,No Eqoal,
[iji[ilMPA[[DIIiii(iP[lli6 pmafKmiillfElliNG noROfPiom^

I

NEWUNECINEMA

Visit RUMBLE IN THE BRONX @ http;//www.rumble.com

Starts rriday, february 23rd, at Theatres Everywhere.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Riverside Film
Festival to Host
Filipino Story
From News Services
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On February 29 and March 1,
the Riverside Film Festival is proud
to present as its pick for thel^st of
the Notel Palm Springs Interna
tional Film Festival, Harvest
Hc»ne. Harvest Home is the Phil
ippines' OscarSubmissicHiforBest
FcMeign Language Film of 1995.
Harvest Home will show on Feb
ruary 29 and March 1 at 7:30 p.m.
at thehistoric Fox Theatre in down
town Riverside, home of the Riv
erside Film Festival.
The stwy of Harvest Home
depicts Filipino life in a quiet rural
town where the secret of a differ
ent kind of love, a sibling rivalry
disrupts family life. In a northern
village all is sunshine and h^piness as priests bless a rich harvest.
Jacinta, unloved in her childhood,
ignored by her mother, and re
jected by her father, seems the du
tiful daughter, model wifeand con
tented woman. The community
sees her sister, Clarita, obsessively
loved by her father, as just the
opposite. Claritaranofftothecity,
found a rich husband and did not
even return home fa* the father's
funeral. Jacinta manipulates the
whole fanning community to look
up to her as far worthier than
Clarita. Their mother, the perfect
religious role model, has grown
somewhat deranged from age and
the loss of her husband.
When Clarita and her hus
band arrive in the village to clear
up property deeds, the family be
gins to shatter, revealing a dark
secret that has kept everyone in
silent misery behind a h^py fa
cade. Clarita confronts her past,
and Jacinta's cunning is put to the
test
Under Carlos SiguionReyna's direction, past and pxesent
flow together, and bit by bit the
surface isscratched away to reveal
the resentment lurking beneath.
Incest is, perh^s unsurprisingly, a
part of the secret but that's just the
beginning. Beautifully acted by
Maricel Scxiano, Snooky Sema,
Eric Quizon, Tirso Cruz III, Rob
ert Arevalo, and Armida SiguionReyna. Harvest Home, Directed
by Carlos Siguion-Reyna and
screenplay by Bibeth C^eza, is
unrated and contains adult subject
matter with little violence and no
nudity. The Riverside Film Festi
val islocated at the Fox Theater on
the ccnner of Mission Inn Avenue
andMarketStreet. ThelOS-minute
film screens at 7:30 p.m. with the
box offrce opening at 6:30 p.m.
General admission is $6.00, stu
dents/seniors are $5.00. For more
information call (909) 684-2831
OT (909) 787-4787.
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Historical Ma/y Re/7/y Frightening Yet intriguing
From News Services
Mary Reilly (Julia Roberts)
lives in the bouse of Eh*. Henry
Jekyll (John Malkovich). She
s^es her master as a loyal house
maid, sensitive to his weaknesses,
attuned to his needs. An innocent
girl, Mary's placid demeanor be
lies a core of steel that has enabled
her to overcome a past scarred by
violence and pmn. In the service of
'T)r. Jekyll, she has found a safe
haven at last.
Mary's trust is a blessing to
the doctor as he embarks on a new
experiment, one which requires
sympathy and understanding, dis
cretion and silence. She is about to
meet his elusive, shadowy assis
tant Mr. Hyde, and through him
she will ccane face to face with the
darkest, most private aspects of
herself.
Devoted to the brilliant, re
served Dr. Jekyll, Mary finds her
self drawn to the seductive charms
of Mr. Hyde. Together they share
a terrible secret which casts a
shadow of fear and danger on the
Jdcyll household. As Hyde-grows
stronger, the gentle doctor weak
ens, and only Mary can unravel the

awful, unholy truth. She would do
anything for Dr. Jekyll but in the
dark calls out to Hyde.
Valerie Martin's book Mary
Reilly, and the script that Christo
pher Hampton wrote based on it,
took the premise of the duality of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in another
direction, telling it from the per
spective of a woman.
JuliaRoberts stars in the title
role as the iniKx:ent housemaid who
slowly comes to realize that her
handsale, enigmatic employer Dr.
Jekyll is somehow the monstrous
and lethal Mr. Hyde.
"I thought that to see the
dichotcnny represented by Jekyll
and Hydefrom a woman's point of
view was fascinating," rec^s pro
ducer Norma Heyman. "It's really
a love story, first. The woman,
Mary Reilly, thinks she's found
safety in this respectable doctor's
house. Like a lot of women in that
period of 19th century England,
she does not have a lot of options
simply because she is of a lower
class. So, when she arrives as
housemaid, she feels she is in a
very safe place when, of course,
we know that she is in the most
perilous place in England. It is
really this archetypal story of a

vulnerable woman in love with
two different men. One is rich,
respectable, dependable, the good,
kind and safe{H'otector who is also
above her in class, power and
money. So there is a built-in di

vide thatkeeps them apart, but also
Jekyll's own nature n^es it diffi
cult for him to act upon his attrac
tion to her. At die same time, she
is compelled by this other man
who is completely unpredictable.

totally unconventicmal, is inescap
ably attractive, a dangerous devil
who is exciting and intriguing but,
at the same time, we know that he
could kill her."

San Bernardino County Museum Goes Positively Batty!
From News Services
Masters of the Night: the
True Story of Bats, opened Febru
ary 10 at the San Bernardino
County Museum in Redlands and
mnsdnougbMay 19. The exhibit,
for children and families, is a fun
learning experience which dispels
the myths about bats, describes
their importance to the ecology,
and promotes understanding of this
fascinating, nocturnal, flying mam
mal.
Interactive Exhibits are lo
cked in threeareas of themuseum.
In the Special Exhibits Hall you
will find Bats Around the World
with amapre vealing amazing facts
about six of the approximately
1,000 species of bats from around
the world. (Tequila comes from
agave plants pollinated by bats.
Without bats, the agave's produc
tion drops to 1/3,000th of normal.)
You can learn about bat's
sonar system by calling down two
cave shafts and distinguishing dis
tance by the delays in the return of
the echoes. Using a joystick to
maneuver a bat model on his search
for food will simulate their sonic
sm^ing. (A fishing bat has sonar
so precise it can detect a miimow's
fin sticking up less than an inch
above a pond's surface. African
heart-nosed batscan hear the foot
steps of a beetle walking on sand

from a distance of more than six
feet.) You can experience sound
by putting your head between two
giant bat ears which collect the
noise in the hall or use sound to
help a mother bat find her baby in
a crowded nursery root with more
than 500 pups per square foot.
(Most bats produce just one baby
each year, which m^es them ex

Importance of Being Bats, rotates ing bats can tell a poiscmous frog can live in your own backyard.
m reveal the environmental results from an edible one by listening to
To visit this traveling ex
of ecosystems with and without the frog's mating call.) While in hibit, exit the I-IO in Redlands at
bats, exploring pollination, seed the Hall of History you will be able California Street Tuesday through
to estimate and measure food for Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
dispersal, and insect control.
At the Bats Live Near You fruit and insect-eating bats. To Phone 909-798-8570 for mcue in
display, you can find hidden bats learn about bat anatomy, try flex formation. Adult ticketsare$5.75,
OT move on to Silk Cotton Tree ing a mechanical wing <^n and children 2-12 are $3.75 and stu
Crawl and crawl through a replica closed. If you are really BATTY dents 13 to 18 are $4.75.
of a silk cotton tree and observe the by now, you can find out how bats
hidden life within. A cave simu
lates real-life behaviors in
cluding roosting and hiber
nation, echolocation, conser
vation, hands-on sensory
And youag adults 14 - 24 years old
714-972-9242
activities, and a baby bat
'tl"t
olli'-r 'hs.
nursery. (Vampire bats
adopt orphans.) The inter
active rain forest has more
interactive activities relating
to pollination, diet, flight,
tremely vulnerable to extinction. and bat habitats.
1
; •• •
" 1 ' . i ' 1 r - ( ! . / I •• V Nearly 40% of American bat spe
In the Discovery Hall
ciesare threatened or endanger^.) you can make crayon rub
Then move on toBat Strokes bings of your favorite bats
and use a zoetrope (an old-fash from six metal-etched plates
ioned "moving picture machine") <x view live bats on loan
to compare a human swimming from theLiving Desert Mu
^
the butterfly stroke with a bat fly seum in Palm Springs.
ing. Feast & Flight offers an inter CTbere are nearly 1,000kinds
•Lunch Specials •Free Delivery
active video to allow visitws to of bats. Tbey add up to al
' Take-Out/Dine-In
select a subject, freeze a frame, most one quarter of aU mam
-t-tax
and slow down visual images of mal species.)
EBlvCatMing
-..Include,
bat flight aaobatics, feeding be
Moving on to the Hall
haviors, and food sources. ( A of History you will find Bats
single bat can catch from 500 to Banquet where you can
this coupon! f
4434 University Parkway
A>
/^
1,000mosquito-sized insects in one match bats to their appropri
(
San
Bernardino,
CA
92407
A/v\l
hour.)
ate food: insects, pollen and
(909) 880-2825
An interlinked display. The nectar, or fruit, frrog -eat
• One coupon per customer
*Qver $12^

Student SNO^WBOARO Discounts* 051:

MTN. HIGH SKI AREA

^ Am:oTENj:ic cHi'NTS'E 7oo'D

'$3"

PEKING

VA I
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Society Still Saturated
with Sexism
By Carmen Fye

Special to The Coyote Chronicle

It's 1996, just thirty years after
the Civil Rights Movement and
were still saturated with sexism.
The Califomia Civil Rights Initia
tive (CCRI), is just one of many
political measures being taken to
undennine the work done by the
Civil Rights movement and the
Women's Movement. This initia
tive, which came about to stop the
l^ctice of "quotas" or so-called
reverse discrimination, will not
CHily stifle all of the gains made by
Affirmative Action, it will actu
ally make the practice of discrimi
nation against women, girls and
minorities more allowable than
what is practiced under cuirent law.
The language of this initiative, as
well as its purpose, should be seen
as offensive and dangerous.
CH- instance, the califomia Con
stitution currently only allows gen
der discrimination if it is necessary
to achieve a "compelling govern
ment purpose." Gender discrimi
nation of any kind should not exist.
However, the CCRI amends this
standard and replaces it with a
clause that allows gender discrimi
nation in any case, as long as it is
"reasonably necessary." In other
words, the adoption of gender dis
crimination in public employment,
education, and contracting will be
allowed through the implementa
tion of this initiative.
Despite the common misunder
standing th^ we are all equal, that
women have been liberated and

F

are now functioning on a level
playing field, the reality is quite
different. With Affirmative action
w(xnen still cmly make 72 cents on
the dollar, equ^ rights advocates
estimates that 70 percent of 57
million working women in theU.S.
earn less than $20,000per year and
40 percent (women of COIOT, les
bian women and unmarried het
erosexual women) eam less than
$10,000 per year. Currently, a
Latina woman with a college de
gree still earns less, on average,
than a white man with ahigh school
diploma.
The gains of Affirmative Action
have been modest at the very best
and the CCRI will unarguably (tefeat those marginal gains. The
very language of the CCRI under
cuts all that constructs multi-cul
tural discourse. The very name of
the initiative.The Civil Rights Ini
tiative, is abusive in its implication
of furthering amovement grounded
in equal opportunity and equality.
The Civil Rights Movement was
about dismantling monolithic
white male power, not about re
establishing it.
This initiative, which undoubt
edly is an attempt to add fuel to the
fires of the backlash, somehow
reminds me of the phrase, "one
step forward, two steps back."
Apparently the dominant white
mke power structure is tired of
sharing through Affirmative Ac
tion and wants its exclusive au
tonomy restored. If there ever was
a time toget angry andget involved,
women, now's that time.

Letters to The Editor may be Submitted to UH037,
should be no longer than 400 words, and should be
accompanied by an address and phone number.

Last in a Xhree-Part-Sertes:

"The Assassination"
Special to The Coyote Chronicle

Are We Really Moving Towards Diversity?
By Kathy Ervin

Special to The Coyote Chronicle

N«RTM P«>NTE
APARTMENTS

2 Swimming Pools
3 Whirlpool Spas
Racquetball Court / Fitness Center
Car Wash Area and Vacuum
Private Party Ftoom
$99
Aerobics Classes
MOVE N
Gated Community
SPECIAL
Frost-Free Refrigerators
(^srane moictioiu apply)
Fireplaces Available
Special Student and Faculty Discounts

Call Today! 881-3305
PZSo ^Kemifdl J)r.. 3an ^3ernardina.

read to a peace rally in Tel Aviv.
The piece of paper containing lyr
ics of a song for peace was stained
with blood from Rabin's wounds.
The room was still as the irony of
it all sunk in.
So many ask, "Why are you still
here? It isn't only this shooting,
what about the b^bings?" My
response is quick. There is no
country in the world that would be
worth staying in during such atime
of turmoil—except the country in
which my father fought two wars,
the country that my grandparents

nitely give me a scare, I know for
now, this is the place for me.
I stood in the square tonight
holding my friend's hand crying...
THOU SHALT NOT KILL
and praying for peace... and re
membering the bus bombing that
The waitress scurried over to
occurred in August was surely a
our table on that fatefiil Saturday
tragedy. That a bus could blow-up
night. She delivered news that
on the same route that I take to
would change the fate of Israel
school every morning was, I
from that moment forth; Yitzchak
thought, impossible. To think that
Rabin, the prime minister of Israel
a student in my intensive Hebrew
hasjust been assassinated. Frantic
]^ogram was killed, I thought this
reactions of shock and disbelief
was impossible, too. But I saw it
were spoken everywhere as we
firsthand. I called my parents and
made our way
cried about
back to the bus
the sadness
stop. People on
of it all.
the street were
"My stay here has been amazing, Hearing
yelling
and
their voices
a n d a l t h o u g h s o m e t h o u g h t s t h a t I helped me.
screaming their
shock as the ra
They didn't
have about being here definitely
dio blared the
ask or tell
give me a scare, I know for now,
news. Gradu
me to come
ally, I saw the
home, they
this is the place for me*"
country literaUy
just said,
shut down be
"Be careful,
fore my eyes.
we support
Sunday was declared a national survived the Holocaust to see be you 100 percent." This is what
mourning day and the prime come independent, and the coun kept me in Israel.
minister's funeral was to be held try my heart belong to-Israel.
It has been a week since Rabin's
CXI the following day. Hundreds of
assassination by a Jewish law stu
students piled into the student
dent. The past week has been hard
IN RETROSPECT
on everybody. My sister, who is
lounge on campus to watch the
funeral on live television. There
As 1 stood with a quarter of a on a freshmen year abroad pro
was a moment of silence held million people around me, at what gram, is here with me. We talk
throughout die country- all I heard is now Yitzchak Rabin Square, my about the tragedy and yet we know
was my watch ticking. It was as if eyes were filled with tears. I started that we wouldn't want to be any
time was running out. Time was to think back on the three-and-a- where else now. Israel needs sup
running out fa* Israel toachieve its half months that I have spent in port, and by staying here "we are
long awaited, much deserved Israel. As I stood tonight listening supporters.
peace. It is not an exaggeration to to Leah Rabin, the wife of the slain
If anyone were to ask, "Would
say that there was not one dry eye prime minister of Israel, I realized you do this again?", my answer
in the room as excerpts from "The how much has occurred in so little would definitely be "Yes." I've
Song of Peace" were read from the time. My stay here has been amaz made friends that will last a life
exact p^r held by the prime min ing and although some thoughts time and gained inaedible memo
ister on that Satu^y night as he that I have about being here defi ries which will never be forgotten.

By Brenda Gazzar

Even as I write this I am puzzled
by the current climate. Diversity
makes us (faculty, staff and stu
dents at CSUSB) anxious. In one
camp there is a tendency todismiss
the issue altogether as one we have
dealt with "already." In another,
people puzzle about where to be
gin. C)ptimist that I am, I feel
compelled to point out that we
have already begun. And in some
spaces our success is evident.
I teach two courses that focus
specifically on African American
culture and the arts. They are titled
"Afro-American Theater &
Drama" and "Film Studies: Afri
can American Film." The first, I
began teaching as a new teacher in
Ulinois. Thesecond course I taught
for the first time last quarter here at
CSUSB.

Fifteen years ago when I pro
posed an African American The
ater course there were two antholo
gies of plays and assorted essays
frommagazines. Thestudents were
almost entirely African American
and I'm sure a part of their interest
in the class was to enjoy the com
pany of other students of color.
These were heavily focusedon his
tory because students knew so little
of the history and culture of Afri
can American people.
Today, these courses are taken
by members of various ethnic
groups. The last time I taught
"Afro-American Theater &
Drama," the course was mixed by
race and gender. The discussion
was significant as well.
Our students know a great deal
about American and African
American histtxy and were quick
to grasp connections between poli
tics, economics and related social

issues. Because of the wealth of
personal background, experiences
among the students and their will
ingness to honor their differences
the class was very lively and vocal.
The point is, that critical think
ing and examination of issues play
amajor role in a college education.
The premise that gender, race,
ethnicity and other diversity issues
can only be bandies in a few
courses, or in some capstone class,
is absurd. Good teaching is about
connecting students with the mate
rial in a way that makes those connecticMis meaningful. Oneresource
is the students themselves and the
world they live in. Compared to
other geographic locations where
the experiences of a variety of kinds
of people are remote or
inaccessibl,e we are very lucky.
The divergent perspectives and
ideas we need are in the seats in our
classrooms.
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IT'S HOMECOMING
1996 AND THERE'S
SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE!

"OO 'YOTIIsr
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Thursday. February 29
2:00 p.m.: Pep Fest '96
C'mon out and Hoop It Up at the Pep
Fest. IT'S tradition-in-the-making and a
time for all Cal Staters—students, faculty,
and staff—to come together for some fun
and games.
Catch the Coyote Howling Contest.
Enter your department or student group
in the Spirit Banner Competition. Meet
your Coyote teams. Enjoy good music
and the Coyote Spirit Cheerleaders.
Chow down on spme FREE food. And
get there early for your spirit giveaways.

\

Saturday. March 2
4:30 p.m.: Fre-Game Barbecue
Get your fill of food, friends, and live
entertainment at the Homecoming '96
Barbecue — a chicken and ribs feast, beer
garden, music, a pre-game rally, activities
for kids, a 30-Year Anniversary display,
alumni reunions and more!

7:15 p.m.: Homecoming Game
Cheer on the Coyotes in the
Coussoulis Arena in the hottest game of
the season as we take on our cross-town
rivals, UC Riverside. Then sit back, re
lax, and let the 'Votes entertain you with a
special half-time show.

Post-Game: PAAARRTEEEE!
Gather in the small gym and wrap up
the evening with coffee and conversation,
or, if you've got your second wind, head
back to The Den for some live music and
dancing...

The Blues
Retail Shop

Vintage Clothing
501 Levis
Leather Jackets
Flight Jackets
Levi Jackets
M,T,W,F,Sat. Noon - 6pm
Thursday 5 - 9 pm

#16 N. 6th Street
Redlands, CA 92346

909-798-8055

C

IEXIPIL<D)SIIVIE lOIEAlLJ
When You Move Into Our
Beautiful Apartment Community!

Huge Apartments up to 1600 Square Feet
•Decorative Firep laces
•Pool, Jacuzzi & BBQs
•Built-in Hutches Desks
•Central Air & Heat
•Large Patios

•Fenced Yards
•Basketball Court
•Play Area
•Sand Volleyball
•Pets Welcome

COUNTRYWOOD APARTMENTS 793_2761
1255 E. Citrus Avenue, Redlands CA

Advanced Mgmt. company

BECOME A COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL

FREE NOVELL OR MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION ASSESSMENT TEST
LIMITED SPACE AVAIL.* E x p . 2 / . T l / % * Call for Dotjils

ALSO AVAILSOFTWARE APPLICATION TRAINING FOR PC/MAC

369-9000
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Coyotes Get Run Over
by Bakersfield
By Christopher Malone
Coyote Chronicle Sportswriter

Tbe Night of Champions at Gal State San
Bernardino did not quite him out as ex
pected Saturday Night Despite having a
school-record crowd of 1,471 atCoussoullis
Arena ,the Cal State Bakersfield Roadrun-

m SYRACUSE

^PA B R O A D
HONG KONG
A KEY ADVANTAGE
TO YOUR CAREER

•

Professional and liberal
arts courses

•

Internships with
international firms

ners(7-2 CCAA, 21-3 overall) overcame a
20-9 deficeit to defeat the Coyotes 81-55.
Bakersfield, ranked 11th in Division II,
moved intofirst place, while the Coyotes (27 CCAA, 13-11 overall) remained in sixth
place. The Roadrunners dominated in al
most every facet of the game. They domi
nated in outside shooting and then when that
started to go cold they went inside. Tbe
Coyotes could do nothing but watch as
Bakersfield'sKebu Stewart, a6-8,239-pound
junior center. Stewart ,a UNLV transfer and
former Big West Conference Player of the
Yearrackedup 19pointsand 12b<wds. The
Coyotes* big men Joey Vidrine and Rob
Kiemele tried frantically to fmd a way to
stop him but Stewart was in "tbe Zone".
Soptmuxe guard Damrm Durity poured
in 14 points toleadtheCoyotes while Lamont
Riley helped with 11 points. The Coyotes
were outrebounded 32-20 and just seemed
to be pushed around deep in the paint all
nighL
With the Roadrunners ahead at helftime
32-29, Cal State San Bernardino recognized
last year's student-athlete award winners.
The ceremony which lasted for all of halftime, helped show the enthusiastic crowd
and athletes that hard work can produce
results other than on the court or in the fleld.
Bakersfield came out of the locker room
after haifrimft and soon shut down the Coy
otes' offense which had been keeping pace.
Acouple of bad calls by the black and white
(referees) against the (Coyotes and the Roa
drunners were off and running. The Coyotes
never recovered and were just overmatched
against tbe CCAA powerhouse..

• Traveling seminar In
Beijing,
Shanghai &
Hong Kong
•

Game's Top
Performers

Instruction In English

• Chinese language
courses
• Affiliation with the
University of Hong Kong
• Ten scholarships
available for fall

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Eucuo AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
DIPA@SUADMIN.SYR.EOU

1-Kebu Stewart(Bksfld)
19 pts, 12 boards
2-Damon Sinith(Bsfld)
22 pts, 6-8 from the field
3-Damon Durity(San Berdoo)
14 pts, 6-9 from the field

BOX SCORE
CAL STATE S.B. (55)
Riley 3-7, 4-6, 11; Vidrine 1-6,0-0, 2;
Cjray 2-4,1-2,5; Qifton 2-4,0-0,5; Sanders
3-8,2-2,8; Durity 6-9,0-0,14; Nails 0-3,0-1,
o; Sampson 1-1,1-3,3; Kiemele 3-4,0-0 7.
Totals: 21-46,8-14 55
CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD (81)
Barnes 3-5,0-0,7; Jackson 6-11,4^, 16;
Stewart 7-12,5-5,19; McCollum2-4,0-0,4;
Cotton 0-3,0-0,0; Smith 6-8,6-6,22; Dunlap
2-2,2-2,6; Acquiah 2-5,0-0,5; Jackson 11,0-0,2; Burt 0-2,0-0,0; Redeaux 0-1,0-0,
0.

Totals: 29-54,17-17 81

Coyote Athletics Update
By Mathew PIscatella
Coyote Chronicle Sportswriter

Women Edge Eagles
With leading scorer and top defender
Mary Alice Lott on the sidelines resting her
strained knee, the Cal State San Bernardino
women's basketball team needed a big per
formance from its entire squad in order to
defeat Cal State L.A. Saturday night.
The Coyotes definitely answered thecall.
Four players scored in double-digits as
the Coyotes registered a 66-62 victory over
the Eagles in front of544 fans at Cousseulis
Arena.
Already having clinched a CCAA Tour
nament berth, the victory puts the Coyotes
(6-3 in CCAA, ll-13overall) in great posi
tion to take the No. 2 Tournament seed from
UC Riverside. If San Bernardino beats the
Highlanders at Coussoulis Arena February
24th and Cal Poly Pomona loses to Grand
Canyon, the Coyotes will have the No. 2
seed and be in great position for a champion
ship run.
The winning team at the CCAA Tourna
ment moves on to the NCAA Division II
Western Regional Tournament With Lott
scheduled to return in time for the playoffs,
things are looking good for the Coyotes.
With Lott out Saturday nighL however,
the Coyotes needed contributions from ev
ery player to get past Cal State L.A. (0-9,421).
Center Keisha Allison continued her
strong season against tbe Eagles. The 6foot-1 sophomore scored 16 points in the
post and pulled down 15 rebounds.
J unior forward Tasha McDonald started
in place of the injured Lott and made her
case for a future starting spot by collecting
14 points and 13 rebounds.
And while the forwards took over for
Lon in the post, the guards took control of
the backcourt.
Guards Shelley Dungo (12 points) and
Stephanie Adams (14) completed the double
figure scoring for San Bernardino while
sophomcxe Alissa Corey scored eight points
and added four steals.
Tbe Coyotes end their regular se^n
Saturday night at 7:30 p jn. when they face
UC Riverside at Coussoulis Arena.

Box Score
CAL STATE S3. (66)
McDonald 4-7, ^8,14; Dungo 4-12,46,12; Allison 6-15,4-5,16; Adams 6-13,00,14; Corey 2-14,3-4,8; Bogh 1-4,0-1,2.
ToUls: 23-65,17-24,66.
CAL STATE L.A. (62)
Kobata 0-2, 0-0, 0; Kim 2-4, 1-2, 5
Coachman 6-19,2-6,14;Metz8-22,4-4,20
Gettemy 4-8, 0-2, 11; Gohari 0-2, 0-0, 0
Kotani 0-2, 0-0, 0; Banuelos 0-2, 2-2, 4
Nava 5-8,0-0,10.
Totals: 25-69,9-16,62.

Baseball Heats Up
Baseball players are known as the boy^
of summer but the Coyotes love playing ir
the winter.
With the caps of Big Bear still covered ir
snow the Cal State San Bernardino men's
baseball team swept both ends of a double
header fitxn San Francisco State in front oi
89 fans at Fiscalini Field February 17tfa
and in the process improved their recwd tc
7-4.

The Coyotes brought out the big bats ant
got some great relief pitching to take the fu^
game over the CJators 8-6. Catcher Clini
Ball's double down theleft field line was the
biggest blast for San Bernardino while shcxi
stop Jake Myers contributed with a 2-for-^.
pericxmance with a run scored and an RBI
Jeremy Vanheerde pitched 3 2/3 inning
in relief for the victory, giving up only five
hits and one run wldle striking out five
Closer Jim Allen pitched a perfect ninth
blowing away the final batter of the game
for a strikeout and the save.
The Coyote bats provided even biggei
fireworks for the crowd in the second game
Outfielder Ian McGregor went 2-for-3 in
eluding a hrxne run with the bases empty
and Ball added a homer of his own, leading
San Bernardino to a 5-2 victory.
Myers repeated his heroics as well, con
necting on 2-of-4 trips to the plate anc
driving one run in during the night-c^.
Starting pitcher John Major went six in
nings for the win. Allen took over for Majoi
and picked up his second save of the after
noon.
Game 1
SFState 110020101-6 11 3
CSUSB 020 023 lOx - 8 6 0
Game 2
SFState 100000lxx-2 7 2
CSUSB 002 120 XXX - 5 9 1
HR - Ball (SB) McGregor (SB)

Coyotes Softball Team
Hits Skid at Home
The Cal State San Bernardino women's
Softball team ran into a roadblock February
17th, losing both games of a double-headei
to Southern California College by scores o
4-1 and 3-2.
The Coyotes (3-3) entered the game hot
winning three of their first four games bu
they couldn't find enough offense to get pas
the tough pitching of the Vanguards (3-2-1)
Catcher Candi Carton's 2-for-4 perfor
mance provided tbe bulk of tbe Coyott
offense in the first game. First basemai
Shelly Rice drove in Carton for the Coyotes
only run.
San Bernardino was hoping for a change
in luck in the second game but all they saw
was moK tough Southern California Col
lege pitching.
Shortstop Kim Basham scored one run
and drove in another while Stacy Hadley
added a hit and an RBI.

MEN'S BASKETRAT .T.
T O T A L

3 -POINTERS
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GP -GS

MIN--AVG

FG-FGA
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FG -FGA
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22 Tony Sanders

24 24
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3.3
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0
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0
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0
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10 Osiris Nails

3
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6
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0

0
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4.1
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3

19

2
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28
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3

11
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8

19 .421
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3.2

37

12 Manjue Sampson
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3
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0

0

.000

6
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3.6
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0
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5
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0
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6
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3
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1
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1.0
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0
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7
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2

5
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9
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4

5

9

0.8
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1
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3
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18.1
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2
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2
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5
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8.6
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45
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6
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5
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3

6
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3.1

1

3
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0
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0

4

5

0

2
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2.3

3

0

2

7

1

2
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7
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1

1
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T O T A L
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GP-GS

MIN--AVG

FG-FGA

PCT

42 Mary Alice Lott '

22 19

834 37.9 136 308

.442

4

17

.235

30 Keisha Allison

23 20

757 32.9 130 248

.524

0

1

.000

24 Shelley Dungo

24 13

883 36.8

83 225

.369

9

43

34 Alissa Cor6y

24 11

775 32.3

49 168

.292

19

11 Tasha McDonald

23

4

434 18.9

50 117

.427

0

21 Stephanie Adams

24

9

372 15.5

52 186

.280

20 Cathy Bogh

24 16

590 24.6

34

85

15 Nancy Pinzon

15

8

210 14.0

17

8

0

92 11.5 - 5

14

5

84

6.0

43 Delilah Vergara

6

0

12

32 Shannon McGlothlin

1

0

40 Celeste Gude

0

0

33 Tanisha LeBrane

0

0

22 Le'Joy Lowe
25 Tarah Mathieu

FG-FGA

PCT
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FT-FTA

PCT
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48

68 .706

37

89 .416
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50

71 .704

24

61

.311

59

87 .678

14

0

.000

37

62 .597

9

34

.265

9

19 .474

.400

1

2

.500

11

48

.354

1

10

.100

21

.238

0

0
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4

20
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0

0

.000

0

2.0

0

5
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0

1

.000

5

5.0

,0

0
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0

0

0

0.0

0

0

.000

0

0

0.0

0

0
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0

TOT--AVG

PF-PO

52 123

175

8.0

52

0

33

69

14

84 128

212

9.2

98 10

25

67

32

27

297

12.9

62

86

3.6

51

1 106

66

0

36

225

9.4

65

79

3.3

58

2

76

97

0
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7.3
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7.0
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4
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51

6
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6.0

8
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29

1.2
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1

8

21

3

9
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5.1

32 .344

25

35

.60

2.5
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0

37

43

2
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3.3

8

12 .667

5
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1.5

13

0

21
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0

9

43

2.9

6

9 .667

3

11

14

1.8

11

0

8

16

3

5

16

2.0

0 .000

1

4

5

0.4

7

0

5

5

0

1

8

0.6

0

2 .000

1

1

2

0.3

2

0

1

2

0

0

0

0.0
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0

0 .000

0

0

0

0.0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0
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0
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0

0 .000

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0.0

0
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0

0 .000

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0
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TEAM REBOUNDS

1995-96 CCAA Men's Basketball Standings
Team

CSUB
GRAND CANYON
CAL POLY
UCR
CSUDH
CSUSB

Wins
7
6
5
5
4

Losses

2

2
3
3
4
4
7

Dirty Dozen
3-0
Sigma Nu
3-0
Tke Grey
2-1
Green Machine 1-2
Sigma Chi
1-3
Delta Sig
1-3
Tke Red
1-3
Sigma Phi ^
0-3

Intramural
Basketball Standings
B- League
Impact
Sigma Chi
Last Chance
DSC Panth^

3-0
2-2
2-2
0-4

4

1995-96 CCAA Women's Basketball Standings
Team

CSUDH
UCR
CSUSB
CAL POLY
GRAND CANYON
CSULA

intramural
' GREEK CORNER ] Basketball
Standings
Intramural Hockey
Standings

A

A- League
Bruins
1-0
Over the Hill
1-0
Delta Sig
1-0
Da- Liks
1-0
And You Know 0-0
Sigma Phi Ep 0-0
Sigma Nu
0-1
Tribe
0-1
Delta Deez Nuta 0-1
0-1
Tke Red

Wins

8

6
6

5
2
0

Losses
1
3
3
4
7
9

CONGRATULATIONS

HOMECOMING

Delta Sigma Phi

•96

Schick Super

MARCH 2, 1996

Hoop 3-3

COME

Tournament

SUPPORT THE

Winner
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INTERNET RCCESS
PPP nccoUNT (make you a host of
Intenet), aduanced e-mail account.
$15.50/month (55 hours).
Free Consultation to set up. Ready
to connect you if you haue
Netscape(Personal Edition) and modem,
call (909) 887-5184, or e-mail
admln@ujmuj.sanbernardino.net
http://ujiuuj.san bernardino.net
n

Come and visit the

College
Legal Clinic
specializing In family, criminal,
'personal li^uiy. landlord/tenant,
and other fields of lawl
CaU us at 880-5936!

We are located In the ASl Suttee In the Btndent UnlonI

We are here to help you///

